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SOLUTION



Knowledge is power. You SAP transactional system is brimming with data that should provide 
lots of information for you. Information that will give your organisation an edge. Information to let 
you serve your customers better and optimise your processes. That’s surely just what you want?

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR SAP ERP DATA WITH SAP 
BUSINESSOBJECTS

When you think of a BI system, you probably picture a data ware-

house in which data from all kinds of source systems is available 

for reporting and analysis. Solutions such as these require sub-

stantial investment and do not always offer the flexibility that a user 

needs. Organisations have difficulty getting their essential manage-

ment reports and operational reports out of SAP ERP. Ensior has 

developed a solution for that: BI4SAP Live.

MORE FLEXIBLE, SIMPLER AND CHEAPER

BI4SAP Live is a complete BusinessObjects reporting and analysis 

environment for SAP ERP users. BI4SAP Live makes the SAP ERP 

data available in a flexible and user-friendly way, as well as being 

easy to maintain. This solution can even be used for producing 

a real-time picture of how your organisation is performing. New 

technological developments let BI4SAP Live produce reports 

without an expensive data warehouse needing to be involved.  

And that is precisely what makes the overall solution simpler, 

more flexible and cheaper, which in turn results in substantially 

lower maintenance costs.

GETTING THE USER UP AND RUNNING QUICKLY

BI4SAP Live is a BusinessObjects Universe (or a semantic 

 intermediate layer) that has been developed by Ensior. It shows  

all the objects from the most widely used SAP ERP modules in  

a comprehensible layout, including their interrelationships and 

the underlying logic. This lets users who do not have any technical 

know-how generate whatever reports they want. You can there-

fore report on familiar business terms such as ‘quantity’, ‘amount 

outstanding’, ‘average turnover per customer’ and so forth.  

This means that the work is no longer hindered by complex table 

nomenclature and cryptic notations. The Universe contains a large 

number of predefined KPIs, but you can also define more without 

having to do any programming. 

So then it’s down to your user: they’re up and running and you 

can respond much more rapidly to changes in your information 

requirements.

BI4SAP Live is ready for use and accessible from the moment it  

is installed, showing all the modules from the BusinessObjects 

suite, from standard Web Intelligence reports to Dashboards  

and Mobile BI.

REAL-TIME REPORTING

In addition to periodic management reporting, BI4SAP Live is 

also suitable for your operational decision-making. Real-time 

information such as customer information for back office staff 

or stock and production data is indispensable for this. BI4SAP 

Live fulfils this requirement by extracting the information directly 

from SAP. Data replication techniques can also be used if desired 

so that there will be no additional load on your SAP system.

If you are a SAP ERP user and you would like to decide for yourself 

what your reports should look like, contact us for a demonstration.

BENEFITS OF BI4SAP Live

• Flexible

• Rapid implementation

• Real-time if desired

• Low maintenance costs

• User-friendly
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ABOUT ENSIOR  Ensior is the leading expert in Business Intelligence (BI), having built up a highly impressive track record since it started in 2002. 

Ensior, which is derived from the word ‘ensure’, lets organisations get a grip on their processes and get the information they need on time. 

We give our clients a competitive edge by giving them proven BI technology and the benefit of our knowledge of business processes. Ensior’s  

commitment to quality and our pragmatic approach have given us an excellent reputation in the various markets we operate in. Our highly qualified 

professionals can provide efficient and reliable services.  Ensior: Making Business Intelligence Work.


